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In plants, the tight regulation of plasma 
membrane transporters is essential 

to maintain nutrient homeostasis. The 
mechanisms controlling the abundance 
of transporters, and other integral 
plasma membrane proteins, now come to 
light. Ubiquitination appears as a major 
signal initiating cargo endocytosis and 
sorting into multivesicular bodies prior 
to degradation in the vacuole. We have 
indeed demonstrated that the root iron 
transporter IRT1 is subjected to ubiqui-
tin-dependent trafficking in root epider-
mal cells. This control is crucial to keep 
IRT1 levels at the cell surface low and 
to cope with the toxicity associated with 
other readily available metal substrates of 
IRT1. Our work combined with recent 
report on the BOR1 boron transporter 
establishes ubiquitination as a conserved 
mechanism of plasma membrane protein 
trafficking in plants and highlights its 
importance for plant nutrition.

Plasma membrane transporters play a piv-
otal role in all living organisms by provid-
ing the cell surface with a selective barrier 
for a wide range of nutrients, small mol-
ecules and ions. These transport proteins 
are very often under the control of sophis-
ticated molecular mechanisms to adapt 
to changing environmental conditions 
and to ensure optimal absorption of their 
cognate substrates. Although the molecu-
lar events controlling the abundance of 
plasma membrane proteins at the cell sur-
face are largely documented in non-plant 
model organisms, the situation in plants 
is much less understood. This is particu-
larly true for the well-established ubiqui-
tin-dependent endocytosis and sorting in 
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late endosomes of plasma membrane pro-
teins, for which evidence is still lacking in 
plants.

Recently, we showed that the root iron 
transporter IRT1 from the model plant 
Arabidopsis thaliana, which mediates Fe2+ 
and other divalent metal absorption from 
the soil,1 surprisingly localizes to the early 
endosomes/trans-Golgi network com-
partment (EE/TGN).2 Pharmacological 
interference with vesicular traffick-
ing highlighted the dynamic behavior 
of IRT1 in root epidermal cells. IRT1, 
although localized to EE/TGN, rapidly 
cycles to the plasma membrane to per-
form iron uptake from the soil. We dem-
onstrated that IRT1 is ubiquitinated in 
vivo and carries monoubiquitin moieties 
on several cytosol-exposed lysine residues, 
a process known as multiubiquitination. 
Reminiscent of the ubiquitin-dependent 
endocytosis and degradation of animal 
receptor tyrosine kinases and yeast nutri-
ent permeases,3,4 we hypothesized that 
IRT1 ubiquitination may control its 
dynamics in the cell. Transgenic plants 
expressing a mutant version of IRT1 in 
which two lysine residues were replaced 
by arginine (IRT1

K154K179R
) indeed show 

accumulation of IRT1 protein at the 
plasma membrane. This clearly establishes 
the role of ubiquitination in driving IRT1 
intracellular trafficking.

Whether the cell surface localization of 
IRT1

K154K179R
 reflects a role of ubiquitina-

tion in the internalization from the plasma 
membrane, in the sorting at the multive-
sicular bodies, or both is an open question. 
Interestingly, IRT1

K154K179R
-expressing 

plants displayed dramatic growth reduc-
tion, likely due to uncontrolled uptake of 
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unclear until very recently. Along with our 
recent report of monoubiquitin-depen-
dent trafficking of IRT1 came a similar 
study on the Arabidopsis BOR1 boron 
transporter. Like iron, boron is essential 
for plants but toxic when present in excess. 
BOR1 has been previously shown to be 
regulated by boron-inducible endocytosis 
and degradation in the vacuole.12 Kasai et 
al.13 now showed that high boron concen-
trations induced BOR1 mono- or diubiq-
uitination and that mutation of a single 
lysine residue affected BOR1 trafficking 
to the vacuole.13 In yeast and mammals, 
ubiquitination has been shown to trigger 
the internalization of plasma membrane 
proteins from the cell surface and sorting 
in multivesicular bodies/late endosomes 
(MVBs/LEs) for targeting and degrada-
tion in the vacuole/lysosomes,3,4 although 
recent reports emphasize the role of ubiq-
uitination in later stages of endocytosis.14 
Similarly, BOR1 ubiquitination is not 
required for endocytosis from the plasma 
membrane, this step being probably medi-
ated by tyrosine-based motives found on 
its cytosolic face,15 but is crucial for the 
sorting of BOR1 in multivesicular bodies 
for subsequent targeting and degradation 
in the vacuole.13

It will be interesting to pinpoint the 
exact role of IRT1 ubiquitination in either 
the control of its internalization from the 
plasma membrane, the targeting to the 
internal vesicles of multivesicular bodies 
for delivery to the vacuole, or both. Hence, 
ubiquitination constitutes a conserved 
process controlling the localization and 
the fate of plasma membrane proteins, and 
appears as a critical mechanism to main-
tain iron and boron homeostasis in plants 
(Fig. 1). The quest for the machinery driv-
ing the ubiquitination of plasma mem-
brane proteins has now begun. Already, 
the PUB12 and PUB13 U-box E3 ubiqui-
tin ligases have just been reported to poly-
ubiquitinate the FLS2 flagellin receptor, 
driving its flagellin-dependent degrada-
tion and preventing excessive or prolonged 
activation of immune responses.16 
Whether these E3 ubiquitin ligases, or 
members from the same family, act on 
other plasma membrane proteins will have 
to be determined in the future. This will 
provide breakthrough information on 
how the dynamics and the fate of integral 

the necessity for a strict co-regulation of 
FRO2 and IRT1 to optimize iron uptake. 
The overexpression of IRT1 in transgenic 
Arabidopsis plants consequently leads to 
a strong overload of Zn and Mn in roots 
and aerial tissues, while iron only very 
mildly accumulates. This, combined with 
the existence of point mutants of IRT1 
with altered selectivity,8 offers the long 
term perspective of engineering transgenic 
plants designed to phytoremediate pol-
luted soil for a given element.

Only a handful of plasma membrane 
proteins were shown to be ubiquitinated 
in plants, including the PIN2 auxin efflux 
carrier,9 the FLS2 flagellin receptor10 and 
the PIP2;1 water channel.11 Yet, the role of 
ubiquitination for such proteins remained 

metals. Altogether, our work demonstrates 
the existence of monoubiquitin-dependent 
endocytosis in plants and reveals its crucial 
role in keeping IRT1 level at the plasma 
membrane low to prevent metal toxic-
ity. The uptake of Fe2+ by IRT1 indeed 
requires the prior reduction of Fe3+ by 
the FRO2 ferric chelate reductase, whose 
activity was shown to be limiting for iron 
uptake.5-7 The amount of Fe2+ produced 
by FRO2 is therefore low and favors the 
uptake of other substrates of IRT1 such 
as Zn2+, Mn2+, Co2+ and Cd2+. Limiting 
the pool of IRT1 at the plasma mem-
brane by ubiquitin-dependent endocytosis 
appears as a protective mechanism to limit 
the absorption of readily available met-
als other than iron. This also highlights 

Figure 1. ubiquitin-dependent trafficking of plasma membrane proteins in plants. diagram illus-
trating the role of ubiquitination throughout the endocytic pathway of plant plasma membrane 
proteins with the example of irt1 (in orange) and BOr1 (in blue). irt1 multiubiquitination (red 
circles) controls either its internalization from the plasma membrane and/or its sorting in late en-
dosomes required for vacuolar targeting, to maintain irt1 low at the plasma membrane indepen-
dently of iron nutrition. BOr1 mono- or diubiquitination (yellow circle) is required when plants are 
exposed to high boron for BOr1 sorting in multivesicular bodies and subsequent targeting to the 
vacuole for degradation. the interplay of ubiquitin ligases and deubiquitinases thereby controls 
the dynamics of plasma membrane proteins. Pm, plasma membrane; ee/tGn, early endosome/
trans-Golgi network; mVB/le, multivesicular body/late endosome compartment; B, Boron; m2+, 
metals transported by irt1 in addition to Fe2+.
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plasma membrane proteins are driven, and 
will highlight the importance of ubiqui-
tination in important biological processes 
such as nutrition, response to pathogens 
and hormone transport.
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